Using electrodermal activity to validate multilevel pain stimulation in healthy volunteers evoked by thermal grills
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic pain is considered a disease in its own right (57) that afflicts 1 in 3 adults in the United States (44, 66). It causes an economic burden of $560–$635 billion annually, which is more than heart disease, cancer, and diabetes (18). Most often, chronic pain in patients is managed by prescription opioids. However, long-term use of opioids comes with severe side effects of addiction and tolerance that underlie the current epidemic of prescription opioid abuse in the United States (9, 53), costing about $500 billion in medical, economic, social, and criminal ramifications per year (55). Developing new treatments for chronic pain, especially nonopioid alternatives, is hindered by the lack of an objective metric of pain. Currently, the gold standard to quantify pain intensity in humans is the numerical rating scale (NRS) or the visual analog scale (VAS) reported by the human subject (17a, i.e., a subjective score usually between 0 and 10, with 0 for no pain and 10 for the worst pain possible. These methods are highly subjective and only work for alert and cooperative patients. For these reasons, there is a growing interest in pain studies aiming to develop objective measurements of pain. Although several approaches to study pain exist, the main difficulty for pain studies is the potential harm and tissue injuries caused to participants (19).

Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or described in terms of such damage (69). In pain studies, quantification of pain levels depends greatly on the repeatability and effectiveness of stimulations that evoke pain (59). Traditionally, subjects are stimulated by the application of pressure to body regions like the nail bed (1) or area adjacent to a surgical incision site (60), heat or cold temperature to regions of the skin (23, 67), and electric shocks (19, 23). For all the above stimuli to cause high-intensity pain, potential damage and harm to the stimulated regions can occur in participants.

Alternatively, different levels of pain can potentially be elicited in human subjects with noninjurious stimuli by implementing Thunberg’s thermal grill (TG) illusion (10). A thermal grill consists of interlaced tubes that are set at cool (e.g., 18°C) or warm (e.g., 40–45°C) water temperatures without causing tissue injury. However, it creates a painful “illusion” in the brain when the cool and warm stimuli are presented collectively. Thus we hypothesize that the thermal grill is an effective stimulus in pain studies to produce repeatable yet harmless painful stimuli. Additionally, patients with various chronic pain conditions reportedly showed enhanced sympathetic neural activities and reduced parasympathetic neural activities as compared with healthy controls, including headache (26, 43), inflammatory joint disease (51), (52), and irritable bowel syndrome (30). The above anatomic and pain assessing evidence collectively indicate autonomic nervous system (ANS) activities as an objective assessment of pain level with the potential of being a biomarker for patients with chronic pain conditions.

In this study, we validated the effectiveness of the thermal grills to elicit different levels of pain by both subject self-reported VAS and an objective metric of sympathetic neural activities from recordings of electrodermal activities (EDA). To do this, we evoked high-intensity pain in human volunteers by using safe and noninjurious stimuli via a thermal grill. Additionally, we validated the intensity of pain by both subjective measures of subject-reported pain scores and an objec-
tive metric of sympathetic neural activities from EDA recordings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Subjects

All human study protocols were approved by the University of Connecticut Institutional Review Board. All volunteers were provided information of the protocols, and they provided written informed consent to participate in the study. Twenty-three healthy volunteers (11 males and 12 females) of ages ranging from 19 to 34 yr old (24.5 ± 4.6; means ± SD) were enrolled in this study. To reduce the presence and variability of confounding autonomic reactions, the study was conducted in a quiet and dimly lighted room (ambient temperature, 26–27°C) and participants were asked to avoid caffeine and alcohol during the 24 h preceding the test and instructed to fast for at least 3 h before every test. Of the 23 enrolled subjects, 16 volunteered to undergo both the electrical pulse (EP) stimulation and the thermal grill (TG) stimulation after receiving detailed explanations on the protocols. EP stimulation is selected as reference as it is a commonly used technique to induce different levels of pain (19, 23). Seven subjects participated only in the TG tests and chose not to receive the EP stimulation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, EP was applied to the skin on the subject’s right arm and TG was applied to the subject’s entire glabrous skin of the right palm. Throughout the stimulus protocols, EDA data were collected from the subject’s left hand’s finger skin and processed post hoc in both time and frequency domains to assess and quantify the level of sympathetic activities.

Devices for Recording Electrodermal Activities

EDA is a marker of sympathetic autonomic control (11), and because of its sensitivity and simplicity (6, 45, 46), it has been recently used to assess subjects’ responses to pain stimulation (1, 11, 14, 60, 64, 71). A galvanic skin response device (GSR MP160) and amplifier (BIONAMADIX 2CH Amp) were used to collect EDA data from the subject’s finger skin during the EP and TG test protocols. The EDA signals were recorded at 500 Hz and stored by using the BIONAMADIX amplifier, MP160 device, and the AcqKnowledge software (BIOPAC Systems, Inc.). EDA electrodes were placed on the index and middle fingers of the subject’s left hand (Fig. 1). EDA is technically a conductance measurement; hence, it does not require a reference electrode. Figure 2 shows a segment of typical EDA recordings from a human subject undergoing TG (top) and EP (bottom) stimulation. Stimuli are shown in red, and the stimulation level for each stimulus is indicated in the right y-axis of the figure.

Protocols for Electrical Pulse and Thermal Grill Stimulations

Subjects either underwent the EP stimulation protocol followed by the TG stimulation protocol or received only the TG stimulation protocol. Each protocol contains stimulus tests of varying intensities. Before each stimulus test, the subject was asked to stay still resting in a chair for at least 5 min to reach hemodynamic stabilization. Detailed descriptions of both EP and TG protocols are as follows. Each subject practiced both tests during the calibration stages (described below) and before undergoing each test.

Electrical pulse stimulation. EP stimulation was performed with a programmable stimulus isolation adapter STIMSOC (BIOPAC Systems), which allows software-controlled adjustment of stimulus pulse width, repetition, and setup of arbitrary pulse stimulus sequence. Electrical pulses were delivered through two disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes located 5 cm apart on the right forearm, following Application Note 257, Safe Use of Electrical Stimulators (4a).

For each subject, we first determined the customized maximum stimulation level that evoked a subject-reported pain level of 7 out of 10, i.e., above severe pain level. The maximum stimulation level was determined by adjusting the electrical pulse amplitude while fixing the pulse width to be 10 ms. The pulse amplitude at maximum stimulation level was termed S_max. Then, we set the four stimulating intensities with pulse amplitude at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of S_max, i.e., S25, S50, S75, and S_max, respectively. This represents four different levels of stimulation using EP. This calibration process lasted ~5 min for each subject. We then used a custom-built computer program to randomly generate a sequence of electrical pulses (10-ms pulse width) with varying amplitudes of S25, S50, S75, and S_max. Subjects were provided with a VAS, as shown in Fig. 3, and asked to report the pain level (0 to 10) verbally right after each stimulus. Pain level was noted as 0 if subject did not report any pain after the stimulus. The EP stimulation test lasted ~30 min. In Fig. 2 (bottom), each spike represents a 10-ms EP stimulus.

Thermal grill stimulation. TG stimulation of the hand’s glabrous skin was delivered by a set of three custom-built thermal grills, which consist of parallel aluminum tubes (1/8 inch outer diameter) spaced at 5 mm between the central axes. The grill tubes were perfused with water from either an ice-cold water reservoir (4°C) or a feedback-controlled warm water bath (Isotemp GPD 2S, Fisher Scientific). The cool and warm grill tubes were spatially alternate with one another. The temperature of the warm grill tubes was controlled by adjusting the water bath temperature. To adjust the temperature of the cool grill bars, we perfused the ice-cold water through a warm water jacket, the temperature of which is controlled by another water bath (Isotemp GPD 2S). The temperature pattern of the thermal grill was validated by an infrared imaging camera with 0.1°C detection resolution (FLIR One, FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR). Figure 4 shows an example of...
the infrared images obtained. To appropriately set the stimulus intensity of the thermal grills for each tested subject, we first maintained the cool grill temperature to be \( \approx 18^\circ C \) while fine-adjusting the warm grill temperature to be between 35 and 47°C so that the subject reported a pain score of 5–6 out of 10, i.e., the threshold of severe pain. That temperature was labeled as \( T_m \) and set for the second thermal grill (TG2). We then set the warm grill temperature in the first thermal grill (TG1) to be 2°C below \( T_m \) and the warm grill temperature in the third thermal grill (TG3) to be 2°C above \( T_m \). To avoid injury, we ensured that the maximum grill temperature was below 47°C. Thus, TG1, TG2, and TG3 were set to induce three different levels of pain that generally fall into the moderate, severe, and very severe levels in the VAS in Fig. 3. The calibration of the TG stimulation test lasted \( \approx 10 \) min. The TG stimulus protocol was set to include 21 stimulus tests. In each test, the subject was asked to fully press his/her right palm on one of the three TGs and maintain contact for at least 3 s but no more than 10 s; the subject was allowed to lift up the palm at any time when feeling unbearable pain sensation. The 21 stimulus tests consisted of a randomized sequence of 7 stimuli from each of the three TGs. The interstimulus interval was set to be 1 min. The TG stimulation test lasted \( \approx 30 \) min. Subjects were provided with a VAS, as shown in Fig. 3, and asked to report the pain level (0 to 10) verbally right after each stimulus. The width of each rectangle in Fig. 2 (top) represents the time the subject sustained their hand on the specific grill.

**EDA Signal Processing**

As shown in Fig. 5, the blue trace is a typical EDA signal recorded from the finger skin of a subject undergoing TG or EP stimulation, i.e., the raw EDA. The raw EDA signal can be decomposed into tonic and phasic components (6), as indicated by the green and gray dashed lines in Fig. 5, respectively. The tonic component reflects the slow shifts in the skin conductance amplitude. The phasic component reveals the rapid transients visible on the raw EDA signal, i.e., the skin conductance responses (SCRs) that are caused by the rapid reaction of the sympathetic nervous system to a certain external or internal triggering event (12). The event-related SCRs are those transient events noticeable in the EDA signal after delivery of each stimulus (Fig. 2). Measuring the SCRs was routinely implemented in the literature to quantify subjects’ sympathetic responses to a specific stimulus (6).

First, we used the feature extraction scheme based on a nonnegative sparse deconvolution algorithm (SparsEDA) (22) for decomposing the EDA data into tonic and phasic components. SparsEDA is based on nonnegative sparse deconvolution and multiscale modeling of SCRs. SparsEDA algorithm is reportedly faster, more efficient, and more interpretable than previously developed algorithms for tonic/phasic decomposition of EDA. As illustrated by the red trace in Fig. 5, we implemented the time-varying spectral index of EDA (TVSymp) (47). TVSymp incorporates the spectral components of EDA within the
range 0.08–0.24 Hz. Given the nonstationarity nature of EDA signals, time-varying spectral analysis is more suitable to analyze the EDA than the fast Fourier transform. TVSymp was recently found to be highly sensitive to orthostatic, cognitive, and physical stress, exhibiting a higher between-subject consistency compared with tonic and phasic components of EDA. The mean levels of the phasic and tonic components of EDA, as well as the TVSymp in a time window of 5 s, were measured before and after each EP or TG stimulus. The subject-reported pain level was considered to be 0 for prestimulus measurements. The TVSymp signal during each EP or TG stimulus was linked to the subject-reported pain level right after each stimulus.

**Statistics**

Normality of the VAS and measures of EDA were tested for the different pain levels of EP and TG stimulation using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (35, 36, 68). Repeated measures analysis was performed to test the difference in the VAS and measures of the EDA at different TG or EP stimulus levels. In normally distributed data, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to test for significant differences between measures. If nonnormality was found in a specific index, we used the Dunn’s test (8). The Bonferroni method was used for correction of multiple comparisons.

We computed the Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r) between VAS self-reported pain and stimulation level for EP and TG stimulation to evaluate the effectiveness of both stimulation modalities to induce pain to the subjects. We also computed the correlation coefficient between VAS self-reported pain and indices of EDA. Correlation analysis was done for each subject, and the results were put together for further analysis. The t test was used to assess the statistical significance of the correlation coefficient (the null hypothesis was that the correlation coefficient was zero) (58).

**RESULTS**

Displayed in Fig. 6 are typical EDA indices (phasic, tonic, and TVSymp) recorded from one subject undergoing TG stimulation at three different intensity levels. The dashed lines indicate the standard deviation. The onset of stimulation is marked with a gray vertical line. Displayed in Fig. 7 is a similar plot recorded from the same subject undergoing EP stimulation at four different intensity levels. It is apparent that the phasic EDA and TVSymp values increase with ascending stimulus levels, albeit more apparent with the latter analysis approach.

The EDA signals within a 5-s window before and right after the stimulus onset were processed for tonic, phasic, and TVSymp indices and are summarized in Table 1 (n = 16 subjects for EP tests, n = 23 subjects for TG tests), which also includes the subject self-reported VAS scores. Statistically significant differences are marked as superscript numbers. For instance, the first line of the table shows that VAS was different in thermal grills between level 1 and level 0 (as superscript), between level 2 and levels 0 and 1, and between level 3 and levels 0, 1, and 2. As anticipated, the self-reported VAS scores were significantly different at varying stimulus intensity levels for both EP and TG modalities; the only exception is the absence of different VAS scores between the levels 3 and 4 of EP stimulation. The tonic EDA did not show any statistically significant differences between all levels of stimulation for EP and TG. The phasic EDA index showed moderate differences at varying stimulus intensity. In TG tests, the phasic EDA values were different between level 2 and levels 0 and 1 and between level 4 and level 0. In EP tests, the values of phasic EDA were different between levels 3 and level 1 and between level 4 and levels 0–4. The TVSymp index is overall different at different levels of stimulation. For TG tests, TVSymp index is significantly different between level 1 and level 0, between level 2 and levels 0 and 1, and between level 3 and levels 0 and 1. For EP tests, TVSymp index is significantly different between level 1 and level 0, between level 2 and level 0 and 1, between level 3 and levels 0–2, and between level 4 and levels 0–2.

To test the effect of adaptation on measures, we included the stimulation repetition in the unbalanced three-way ANOVA (with Bonferroni correction). The results show that the only measure that was not significantly affected by the repetition of the stimuli for both tests, EP and TG, was TVSymp (P = 0.98.
for EP, \( P = 0.94 \) for TG). All other measures were affected by stimulus repetition. To further investigate the decline in values on the different measures due to adaptation to stimulation, for each subject we fitted a straight line using the values obtained each time a given stimulation level was applied, using the stimulus number as the abscissa. The slope of such straight lines was analyzed. We found the slope of tonic component values significantly higher than zero, whereas the slope of phasic component values was significantly lower than zero. It means that the tonic component keeps increasing as the experiment goes on, and the amplitude of the phasic component is reduced over time. Again, TVSymp does not show such a decline in value due to adaptation. Figure 8 shows these results. On each box, the central mark is the median, and the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles.

We then analyzed the correlation between the subjective pain level of VAS scores and objective EDA indices (phasic, tonic, and TVSymp), which is summarized in Fig. 9. As anticipated, VAS scores highly correlated with the levels of stimulus intensity for both TG and EP tests (\( r = 0.95 \) and 0.94,
respectively). Phasic EDA was significantly correlated to VAS for TG tests, although the \( r \) value was low (\( r = 0.18 \)). Tonic EDA was not significantly correlated to VAS for either test. TVSymp was significantly correlated to VAS score for both EP (\( r = 0.59 \)) and TG (\( r = 0.41 \)) tests. Among the three indices of EDA, TVSymp exhibited the highest correlation to VAS.

**DISCUSSION**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first human study that implemented recordings of electrodermal activities (EDA) to quantify pain intensities into severe and very severe range (VAS greater than 7 out of 10), which were safely evoked by thermal grills. EDA is a widely used metric to assess the neural activities of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which extensively overlaps with the pain neural circuity in brain regions like the periaqueductal gray, amygdala, hypothalamus, anterior cingulate, and insular cortex (3, 4, 37). Noxious pain-evoking stimulus is known to cause autonomic reactions, as has been documented by multiple studies to assess the correlation between the level of ANS activities and stimulus intensity (7, 15, 25, 31, 38, 62). A couple of recent studies assessed the correlation coefficients between the stimulus intensity, subject-reported pain scores (e.g., VAS), and the evoked ANS responses, showing closer correlation of ANS activities to objective stimulus intensities rather than to subjective VAS scores (39, 40). This is consistent with our current finding that TVSymp index has higher correlation with stimulus intensities than with subject-reported VAS for both the TG and EP tests.

The ANS consists of both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems (SNS, PNS), the activities of which can be estimated by frequency analysis of heart rate variabilities (HRVs). Specifically, the high-frequency (HF) power spectrum is dominated by the PNS activation and can serve as a metric of PNS activities. In contrast, SNS activities cannot be reliably measured by HRV as the low-frequency (LF) power spectrum of HRV is contributed by both SNS and PNS activities (61). Usually, the ratio between the LF and HF power spectrum is used to assess the sympathetic/parasympathetic balance (70). ANS activities measured by the HRV require recordings over a long period of time (at least 5 min) and thus are not suitable to quantify instantaneous changes in pain intensities within seconds (61). In contrast, recordings of EDA quantify the sudomotor reflex contributed exclusively by SNS activity and...
can capture the change of SNS-altering events within subseconds (47–50). In particular, our recent report of EDA and HRV recordings with six frequency- and time-domain parameters indicates that the TVSymp provides the highest reproducible distinction of ANS activities from baseline in a 5-day study of two stress assays (head-up tilt and Stroop test), more so than the sympathetic activities measured by HRV and the traditional time-domain indices of EDA (46). This is consistent with our current result showing that TVSymp has the highest correlation coefficients with TG and EP stimulus intensities among all three of the analyzed EDA indices. However, there is only modest correlation between the TVSymp and subject-reported VAS score, which is consistent with other recent reports that implemented EDA and machine learning tools to objectively assess pain (23, 32, 33, 60). The fact that the TVSymp index of EDA is elevated by pain but the correlation is rather low reflects the subjective nature of pain that does not quite correlate with stimulus intensity. Nonetheless, the close correlation between TVSymp and stimulus intensities strongly suggests that ANS activities quantified by TVSymp can be a potential nonbiased biomarker for pain intensities.

The thermal grill evokes paradoxical sensations of strong heat and pain via alternating innocuous cold and warm stimuli on the skin, i.e., an illusory painful sensation. The TG-evoked painful sensation depends primarily on the spatial pattern of thermal stimulation, whereas other factors like the number of thermal grill bars, bar diameter, and distance between the bars only have minor influence on the quality and intensity of the illusion (28). The key parameter that determines the TG-evoked pain is the temperature difference between the innocuous cold and warm stimuli. Small differences (10–15°C) evoke heat sensation, whereas larger differences (>20°C) evoke pain (10, 28). The TG illusion was mainly implemented as a behavioral assay for studying the neuroscience of thermal nociceptive circuitry in both the spinal and supraspinal brain regions of the nervous system, indicating contributions from both regions (16, 17). A handful of studies implemented the thermal grill as a noxious stimulus and studied the biological responses via several noninvasive recordings, including scalp electroencephalogram (24), blood pressure and heart rate (54), and magnetic resonance imaging (27, 29). The current study is the first to implement multiple thermal grills to deliver different levels of painful stimuli to human subjects by setting the temperature differences between the cold and warm stimuli. Using the thermal grills, we managed to safely evoke very severe pain in subjects by using warm stimuli below 45°C, a temperature that does not cause tissue injuries. In contrast, previous studies commonly used only one thermal grill and the evoked pain levels were kept low, e.g., a mean VAS of 4 of 10 (24, 54). Recent studies by Patwardhan and colleagues (41, 42) did document a high level of pain evoked by a single thermal grill, VAS beyond 7 of 10, but their studies also only used a single TG. Our current results showed strong correlation between the stimulus intensity of the three TGs and the subject-reported VAS scores, which strongly indicate thermal grills can be used as a safe stimulus modality to evoke severe to very severe pain in human subjects.

Ideally, a high linear correlation is needed to obtain a good quantitative measurement of pain. However, VAS scores reported by subjects are subjective and vary widely among...
subjects, as some are more tolerant to pain. Given the observed nonlinearity relationship between EDA and pain observed in this study (Fig. 9), which agrees with previous studies (56), a population-based direct quantitative pain measurement based on EDA may not be tenable. However, individualized quantitative pain assessment may be attainable. Moreover, the results show the potentiality of EDA for creating a population-based rank measure of pain rather than a quantitative measurement method. A rank measure of pain would also be suitable for objective pain assessment. Alternatively, machine learning could help to develop a linear measurement of pain using regression techniques.

As for the limitations of the study, we collected all the EDA data from the left hand and did not test the bilateral symmetry with respect to EDA responses. Although it is highly common, not all individuals exhibit bilateral symmetry (34, 63). We have assumed bilateral symmetry of the subjects’ hands, but if some subjects did not exhibit such symmetry, the outcome of the study could be altered. Furthermore, we have chosen the hand for EDA data collection, given our goal was to provide a convenient wearable tool for objective measurement of pain. Hands are an ideal site for wearable devices for practical purposes. However, other sites of the body could have been chosen for EDA data collection, as many other sites can potentially provide sensitive EDA measures (65). Additionally, subjects may have been adapted to pain stimulation affecting the body’s reactions as the experiment duration progressed. Although we noticed some adaptation effect, as evidenced by partial reduction in the amplitude of the EDA and some inconsistency in the EDA responses, we observed that most subjects showed significant reactivity throughout the entire experiment.

The circumstances of this pain stimulation study also introduced some potential structural design issues. Unfortunately, not all the subjects agreed to participate in EP stimulation, as some people were reluctant to participate in the experiment using electrical stimulations to induce pain; hence, this may have introduced asymmetry in the data set. Also, subjects that underwent both tests always experienced EP first and TG second, introducing an order effect. As a countermeasure to these potential structural issues, we allowed the subjects to stay still for at least 5 min before each test. Furthermore, the subjects practiced both tests during the calibration stages and before undergoing each test. This helped us allow enough time between the tests for those who underwent EP stimulation.

In this study, we have used SparsEDA algorithm for tonic/phasic decomposition of EDA. However, this selection might not be ideal, as many other techniques are available for tonic/phasic decomposition of EDA, including wavelet analysis (56), continuous decomposition analysis (5), discrete decomposition analysis (5), dynamic causal modeling (2), and convex optimization approach (20), among others. Although the sparse deconvolution and the convex optimization approaches are reportedly faster than other techniques, both tools require setting four or more parameters, making them difficult to generalize. Given that each algorithm provides a very different estimation of the tonic and phasic component, the algorithms must be compared in terms of their ability to quantify adaptation and sensitivity to capture the sympathetic response to pain.

This analysis will be conducted in a subsequent study looking into the development of an objective measurement of pain based on EDA.

Perspectives and Significance

In summary, we have tested the feasibility of safely evoking multilevel pain in human subjects using thermal grills and electrical shock stimuli. The thermal grills and electrical shocks effectively induced three different levels of pain, as evidenced by the self-reported VAS scores right after each stimulus. Furthermore, objective measurements of pain based on time-varying analysis of EDA, termed TVSymp, showed a significant increase with increased level of stimulus intensities for both the TG and EP tests. These findings enable future work with the thermal grills, opening opportunities to study prolonged high-intensity pain and the coping mechanisms. Thermal grills can be potentially implemented in large-scale clinical trials for screening new drugs or treatment methods for managing pain. Further studies are required to validate the tool in larger cohorts of patients with and without pain and evaluate effects of standard pain medicine.

Furthermore, our findings open possibilities for developing objective biomarkers for pain in chronic pain patients. An objective measure of pain can potentially be developed using machine learning algorithms and an index based on EDA, specifically the TVSymp and other measures based on the phasic component of EDA. The convenience of thermal grill stimulation can be extended to more levels of pain, given the ease of fabrication and operation. The modification of the level of stimulation is as easy as controlling the temperature of the hot tubes, which can be safely increased to up to 45°C, the threshold for heat pain (21). Furthermore, recent works have reported new methods for capturing sympathetic responses in chronic pain conditions, such as headaches (43). These novel tools can now be applied in the field to capture pain instances when they naturally occur. In the future, these emergent methods may complement controlled studies.
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